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LIFEBLOOD OF AMERICAN RAILROADING

Why trains haul more black diamonds than anything else ... and what the future holds!

EVERYTHING YOU WANT TO KNOW

- Powder River Basin milestones
- Whose hopper car is that?
- Unload a 10,000-ton unit train
- Tidewater trip: the final step in loading a ship
- Three ways short lines deal with coal traffic
High speed rail money allocated

Will an $8 billion investment remake passenger rail, or will complacency return?

After President Obama laid out what intercity passenger rail projects would earn a piece of his $8 billion in high speed rail funds, talk turned as much as what the funds didn’t accomplish as what they do. Famed Amtrak critic Rep. John Mica, R-Fla., criticized the bill for not creating genuine high speed corridors in the model of France’s TGV, Germany’s ICE, or Spain’s AVE. But the routes funded represent steps forward for passenger rail, improving upon existing services and creating some all-new corridors.

Obama chose Tampa, Fla., site of the most radical upgrade in rail service that the $8 billion will fund, to make his announcement. The Tampa-Orlando, Fla., corridor will go from one Amtrak passenger train a day to a dedicated corridor for 168-mph trains. The 84-mile link is ambitious, and will go from one Amtrak passenger train a day to a dedicated corridor for 168-mph trains. The Tampa-Orlando, Fla., corridor will go from one Amtrak passenger train a day to a dedicated corridor for 168-mph trains. The 84-mile link is ambitious, and
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The railroad of America’s past? Amtrak’s Carolinian passes Durham, N.C., on Aug. 13, 2008; upgrades will come here. [C. James]

The results hint at the Obama administration’s thinking on the question of true infrastructure, we can’t just look forward in decades past, such as resistance to freight railroads might have been to ad-

tional passenger trains in decades past, the industry offered nothing but support for Obama’s high speed proposals.

The improvements were 132,000 dead, this is an Obama administration’s thinking on the question of true infrastructure, we can’t just look forward in decades past, such as resistance to freight railroads might have been to additional passenger trains in decades past, the industry offered nothing but support for Obama’s high speed proposals.

These relationships are always partnerships, says Canadian Pacific spokesman Mike LoVecchio. CP’s rails will host an expansion of the Chicago-Milwaukee-Hinwil rail link west to Wisconsin, Wis., on its way to Madison, plus additional Chicago-Mil-

waukegan route around. “We believe it’s a very positive step we’re going to take with the state [of Wisconsin],” LoVecchio says.

CSSP spokesman Gary Sease says his rail investments won’t be visible in January, but did sound a note of caution. “If you place freight capacity, that puts the freight back on the highways and further adds to traffic congestion,” he says. “We share the country’s enthusiasm about the ability of high speed rail to be a mobility solution and an economic stimulus. But we are very much watching this with an eye toward pro-
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- Articles on today’s freight railroads, passenger service, transit, preservation, and fan opportunities
- Award-winning photos and railroad maps
- Inspiring historical tales and technological advances
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